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This 1-25 Dot-to-Dot workbook helps children practice numbers 1-25 while they discover fun

pictures of familiar places. Plus, dot-to-dot activities improve children's fine motor skills and

eye-hand coordination.
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This is a well made book - the pages are heavier than I expected for the price, and the illustrations

are quite good. The book actually starts with pictures with only 10 numbered dots, then goes to 15,

to 20, and finally to 25. Useful if your child is only learning to count, but I would have preferred all

1-25 since that's the title of the book. I laminated the pages so we can use dry-erase markers and

use them multiple times; otherwise the book would have been used up very quickly.

My four year old son loves these books (I have purchased almost all of the Get Ready! Books). The

dot-to-dot(numbers) and mazes are his favorite. These books are great for supplemental learning.

We enjoyed working on them this summer.

My 4-year-old enjoys these, and they are challenging enough to keep her engaged. A great low-cost

activity to have handy.



Dot-to-dots are great for learning how to count. I've bought this book already once, for my older son.

This purchase was for my younger one. The book starts with 1-10 dot-to-dot, and gradually goes all

the way to the number 25. I gladly recommend this book.

This was a great purchase for my 4 year old. She loves dot to dots and this one kept her interested

and challenged. It is a great way to help master number order. This is a great book for cold/rainy

days or as an activity when traveling. I would buy this book for 4-5 year olds.

I bought this along with a couple of other activity books to keep a 5 year old busy on a couple hour

flight. They worked flawlessly! This book kept him engaged and is at a great price! He was excited

to see the end product, once completing the number trail.

These books are great to have on hand when I need to keep my little one busy. Simple enough for

my girl to work on with little instruction, and a great opportunity for her to practice her numbers and

pencil grip. You can't beat the price!

Wonderful early connnect the dots book for a child who is already familiar with the numbers 1-25.

This is not a follow the dotted path style book where the child does not need to actually pay

attention to the numbers. It is a true easy and early dot to dot book for reinforcing number order your

child already knows and helping with early writing skills. My son finished it in one sitting, but he

loves numbers and was at it for quite a while. The letter book lasted a lot longer, simply because he

loves numbers so much more.
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